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All the questions 
from yesterday

❖ Were sorted by thematic clusters



Questions, sorted by groups
● What kind of incentives are needed to encourage 

volunteering in countries where there is no volunteering 
culture?

● How do we start communities where there are none?
● How can we grow the local communities?
● What are the barriers that prevent others from 

collaborating?
● How do we capture other people’s interest?
● How can we move from the local context to the regional 

one?
● How do we maintain and scale up events? (ex. WLA with 

new themes)
● How to explain / understand other cultures?

Thematic cluster: Outreach



Questions, sorted by groups
● Do existing African communities have the resources to support other 

communities?
● How can African communities support each other?
● What do African communities need to collaborate with each other?

● Would it be better to work at regional level rather than continental?
● Should we have more regional events to discuss similar shared 

experiences?
● How do we make it easier to meet and connect with others?
● Should we imagine more continent-wide projects?
● Do we need more transcontinental projects?
● Should there be cross-regional collaboration?
● Should there be more global initiatives with collaboration to implement?
● Should we focus on languages vs countries?

● How can we have more on-wiki collaboration / joint activities?
● Why aren’t oral citations regarded as reliable sources?

● Which common goals can improve syncing between African wiki users?
● Why don’t we feel inclined to work together to achieve common goals?

Thematic cluster: Wikimedia Community
● What shared activities can help boost shared ownership and 

identity?
● How can we build mutual trust? (between  groups & between 

groups and WMF)
● Should we focus on building friendships?
● Why is it sometimes easier to do things on your own that work 

with others?
● How can we become less dependent  on individual  brokers? 

(increase the bus factor)

● How many groups are in the African community?
● What similar problems or needs do African communities have?
● Do people want to collaborate? Why? Why not?

● How can communities resolve conflicts?
● How do we focus on the topic in discussion and avoid 

conflicts? (no politics, no religion etc.)
● Why is collaboration not working among African communities?
● Is there competition between affiliates and why does this 

happen?

● Is the Foundation responsible to make collaboration happen?





Questions, sorted by groups

● What technical barriers exist that the community can solve?
● What policies exist that are a barrier to contribution and 

collaboration?
● Why don’t we have accessible and open internet in Africa?
● Why is Wikipedia regarded as an untrusted source in African 

schools?
● How can we prevent internet shutdowns in Africa?

Thematic cluster: Technical 
& institutional barriers

● Should there be a central organisation facilitating 
collaboration?

● Do we need more user groups?
● Is there enough human capacity for facilitation?
● Should we make moving between countries easier?
● How can we overcome distance?
● What effect does the funding model have on 

collaboration?
● How can successful projects be maintained and given 

stability/security/continuity?
● Can we make reporting less tedious, exhausting, 

discouraging, painful?
● Do we need an “African” coalition like 

CEE/IberoCoop?

Thematic cluster: 
Structure & resources





Questions, sorted by groups

● How can we better support knowledge exchange?
● How can we share experiences?
● After collaboration, how do we collect feedback?
● What tools do communities use now?
● Could we do a regional breakdown of projects in Africa? (Peut-on 

faire un découpage régional des projets en Afrique? Ex. Afrique du 
Nord, Africa central, Afrique de l’ouest)

● Can we share experiences of projects carried out for their 
realization in other communities? (Peut-on partager l'expérience des 
projets réalisés pour leur réalisation dans d’autres communautés?)

● Would identification of current ongoing projects help?
● How do we share what we are working on?
● How can we share experience more?
● Would identification of difficult or easy types of projects help?
● Should we have a common platform to share initiatives?
● What are the barriers to transform knowledge among African 

communities?
● What is the best way to support the Wikimedia movement in Africa?
● How can we understand the movement better?

Thematic cluster: 
Learning & sharing

● Should we restore the African hour?
● Should we set up an African newsletter?
● Should we all learn French?
● Beyond regional conferences, how do we 

communicate with one another?
● What communication channels do we need?
● How do you reach out to others within the 

movement?
● How do we promote the local work internationally?
● How do we communicate better? Is there 

something better than e-mail?

Thematic cluster: 
Communication





Now: What are the easy 
collaboration problems we can 

solve first?

What are the problems that 
you can solve with the people 

in this room?





Questions, sorted by groups
❖ Do we need an “African” coalition like CEE/IberoCoop?
❖ How many groups are in the African community? 

Do we need more user groups?
❖ Should there be a common platform for shared initiatives? 

How can we better support knowledge exchange? 
What are the barriest that prevent others from collaborating? 
What policies exist that are a barrier to contribution and 
collaboration? 
Should we make moving between countries easier?

❖ How can communities resolve conflicts? 
Is there competition between affiliates and why does this 
happen?

❖ How can we move from local context to the regional one? 
Could we do a regional breakdown of projects in Africa? 
Do we need more trancontinental projects

❖ What do African communities need to collaborate with each 
other? 
Do people want to collaborate? Why? Why not?

Questions for today
❖ How can we prevent intern shutdowns in Africa?
❖ What technical harriers exists that the community can 

solve? 
❖ Should we set up an African newsletter? 

Should we restore the African hour? 
What communication channels do we need? 
How can we overcome distance? 
How do we communicate better? 
Is there something better than email?

❖ Why aren’t oral citations regarded as reliable sources?
❖ How do we capture other people’s interests?



Now: 
Please get together 

in small groups 
and try to find some answers!



















Now: 
Are there still open questions?

Anyone need support from 
people at this conference?

Anyone wants to take 
responsibility for tasks?





Thank you!


